
Hg. 21-6 The bird can
stand harmlessly on
one wire of high poten-
tial, but It had better
not roach over and
grab a neighboring

relWhynot?

Hg.2U The third
prong connects the
body of the appliance
directly to ground. Be-
side* grounding
possible contact be-
tween the Uva wire and
the body of the ap-
pliance. It conducts any
charge that otherwise
builds up to the
ground. This prevents
shock to the person
who handles the
appliance.

Electric Shock and Ohm's Law
What causes electric shock—current or voltage? The damaging effects of
shock are the result of current passing through the body. From Ohm's law,
we know that this current depends on the voltage applied as well as on the
electrical resistance of the human body. The resistance of the body de-
pends on the body's condition and can range from 100 ohms to 500,000
ohms according to circumstances. The resistance of a person touching two
electrodes' with dry fingers is about 100,000 ohms; with both hands im-
mersed in salt water, the resistance is about 700 ohms. Salt water is ncn in
ions and therefore is a very good conductor, while ordinary water also
contains some ions and is a good conductor.-Therefore, the very moist
internal flesh conducts electricity well, while the dry outer layers of skin
do not For ordinary voltages, the resistance of the skin is usually enough
to limit the current to a safe intensity. With normally dry skin, for example,
you cannot even feel 12 volts, and voltage of twice that just barely ttngles.

But if your skin is moist, even such a low voltage can produce an uncom-
fortable shock.

Many people are killed each year by current from common 110-volt
electric circuits. If you touch a faulty 110-volt light fixture with your hand
while your feet are on the ground, there is a 100-volt "electric pressure'*
between your hand and the ground. Resistance to current flow is usually
greatest between your feet and the ground, so the current usually isn't
great enough to do serious harm. But if your feet and the ground are wet,
there is a low-resistance electrical bond between you and the ground. Your
overall resistance is so lowered that the 110-vok potential difference be-
tween your hand and your feet may produce a current greater than your
body can withstand. Currents as low as 0.05 ampere can be fatal, while a
current of 0.10 ampere in the heart is nearly always fatal People are often
electrocuted while handling electrical devices while taking a bath or
shower or while standing on a wet floor. Although distilled water is a good
insulator; the ions in ordinary water greatly reduce the electrical resis-
tance. And if you step into a pan of distilled water with bare feet, material
from your feet will dissolve into the water in the form-of ions. Distilled '
water is easily contaminated. Especially with dirty feet

To receive a shock, there must be a difference in electrical potential
between one part of your body and another part Current will pass along t
path in your body connecting these two points. Suppose you fell from t
bridge and managed to grab onto a high-voltage power line, halting your
fall So long as you touch nothing else of different electric potential, yon :
win receive no shock at all Even if the wire î a few thousand .volts above \d potential and even if you hang by it with'two hands, no current:

will flow from one hand to the other. This is because there is no difference
in potential between your hands. It however, you reach over with one hand
and grab onto a wire of different potential . . . zap! We have all seen birds
perched on high-voltage wires. Every part of their bodies is at the same
high potential as the wire, and they feel no ill effects.

[Most electric sockets today are wired with three, instead of two, con-
nections. The principal/two are for the current-carrying double wire, one
part of which is live and the other neutral, while/ the third contact in the
socket is connected directly to carth.^ppUances such as irons, stoves, and
refrigerators are connected with these three wires. If the live wire acciden-
tally comes in contact with the metal part of the appliance, the current will
flow directly to ground rather than causing a shock to anyone handling it.

Electric chock, in addition to upsetting nerves in general, upsets the
nerve center mat controls breathing. In rescuing victims, the first thing to
do is to clear them from the electric supply with a wooden stick or some
other nonconducting material so that you don't get electrocuted yourself,
and then apply artificial respiration.



Electric shock and Ohmfs Law - questions

1. What is the resistance of the human body?

2. Why is salt water a good conductor of electricity?

3. Which part of the body conducts electricity very well and which does not conduct electricity
well.

4. At what level can an electric current be fatal?

5. When are people most often electrocuted?

6. Why could you hang from a high voltage power line with out getting shocked?

7. What are the three prongs in electric sockets for?

8. What does an electric shock do to the nerves?

9. What is the first thing to do when rescuing victims of electric shock?

10. What is the second thing to do when rescuing the victims of an electric shock?

•


